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1. Introduction

The notion of a state in QCD is not a well-defined concept. Whereas in QED it makes
perfect sense to talk about free fields, and take these to be the in- and out-states of
a perturbative expansion, due to the confining nature of QCD this is in principle no
longer possible when one considers quarks and gluons interacting via the colour force. As
colour charges move apart, they will be connected into colour singlet systems through
narrow, tube-like colour fields stretched between them, and the topology of the fields will
depend not only on the spatial distribution of the colour chargus, but also on how these
charges can be connected to form the colour singlets. If hadrons, the observable, colour
neutral particles, are formed in some way from the break-up of these narrow colour flux
tubes, 'strings', whether as proposed in the Lund string model1 or in any of the so called
QCD cluster models,3 the actual distribution of hadrons should depend on the underlying
colour field topology. To predict the actual hadron distributions in a given reaction, it
is then not enough to know the probability for a specific subprocess to occur. Already a
simple partonic subsystem consisting of two colour triplets (quarks, say) and two colour
antitriplets (antiquarks, say) admits of two entirely different colour field configurations
when colour singlets are to be formed (Fig. l) . If the observable hadrons are indeed
produced by the break-ups of these fields, the two different field topologies will result in
two radically different final state hadron distributions. The introduction into the partonic
subsystem of one or more colour octets (gluons) further tends to complicate the picture.
Normal perturbation theory does not deal with this issue; indeed, colour enters here only
as a multiplicative factor through the A-matrices of SU(3).

Some yean ago, it was shown how perturbative QCD could be reformulated in a
gauge invariant way in terms of colour flows.3 Using the formalism presented in ref. 3, the
probability for a given colour field configuration can be calculated, using the knowledge
from normal perturbative QCD. For simple processes like e+e~ —* qq or e+e~ -* qgq there
will be no deviation from the customary results: the final state in either case corresponds to
a unique colour £<ld configuration. To see the differences one has to go to more complicated
systems like e+e~ •-* qggQ', for this reaction there are two topologically distinct final state
configurations possible. But the full complexity of the problem can best be seen in hadron-
hadron interactions; here even the lowest order (oc|) gives rise to manifold configurations
that need to be dealt with if the partonic subsystem is eventually to be hadronized via a
mechanism that respects colour. The cross-sections for all different topologies in second
order of a s were calculated already in ref. 4; these results have been incorporated into the
latest version of the Lund Monte Carlo for Hadronic Processes, PYTHIA version 4.8.6

Ever though there should in principle be differences between the various colour topolo-
gies possible for a given subprocess, one could still argue that they will not be observ-
able in practice. Indeed, the success of the independent fragmentation model6 and its
implementation7 in explaining features of hadronic collisions would tend to argue that this
is actually the case. In the following we will try to show that it is possible, however, to
design an experiment where the consequences of different colour field topologies are really
detectable.



2. Theory

The dominant 2 —> 2 subprocesses that can occur in pp reactions are qqy qg and gg scatter-
ing, the sea contribution of $'s being fairly small at moderate energies. All of these basic
subprocesses can give rise to several different colour topologies; however, qg scattering
holds a special interest because of its fundamental asymmetry: one jet emerging being
produced by a quark and the other by a gluon. We will choose this subprocess as the
object of our study.

There are three Feynman diagrams contributing to the subprocess qg —* qg, viz. the
i, i and u-channel diagrams (Fig. 2). These diagrams allow of two different colour flows
(Fig. 3); using the numbering of Fig. 2, these are either from 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 (A), or from
1 to 3 to 2 to 4 (B) (Fig. 3). Picture now a quark 1 scattering out of a proton 1 incident
from the left (Fig. 4). The remnant of the proton, 1, will continue as a colour antitriplet
with the anticolour of quark 1 towards the left; the scattered quark, 4, we shall take as
moving downwards to the right. Likewise, when a gluon 2 scatters out of the proton 2
incident from the right, the remnant of this, 2, will continue towards the left as a colour
octet, carrying the acticolours of gluon 2; 'He scattered gluon, 3, we shall take as moving
upwards to the right. The two different colo* flows A and B of Fig. 3 will then transform
into two different colour flow configuratior . the Lund model, where a string is always
stretched from colour triplet to antitriplet la intervening octet (s), this will result either
in a string from 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 (A), or from 1 to 3 to 5 to 4 (B), the 'dosed' and 'open'
topologies, respectively, of Fig. 5. The differential cross-sections for these topologies are:4
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* > ie ft, i and u are the usual Mandelstam variables.
J)ue to the directionality of the colour field, quark-antiquark pairs created in the

/ .rj jquent break-up of the string will be produced with the quark (the colour triplet)
b jti g pulled towards the antitriplet end of the original string and the antiquark (the colour
i o» itriplet) being pulled towards the triplet end of the original string. (Since antidiquarks

'.'3 also triplets under colour, and diquarks antitriplets, the same will be true if antidiquarks
4tt substituted for quarks and diquarks for antiquaries). If one could flag the flavours
produced in the break-ups, one would thus in principle be able to discriminate between
configurations A and B by looking at the distribution of the flavours in momentum space.
In practice, light flavours will not do, since IT'S are produced copiouosly everywhere in an
$vent and carry next to no information. More readily detected quanta like strangeness and
aaryon number hold a much better promise of yielding colour flow information; however,
rince baryon number is present already from the outset in a pp collision, a signal could
easily be contaminated by trivial information, and we will therefore exclusively deal with
the strangeness signal which suffers no such drawback—the sea contribution to strangeness
in protons being fairly small at moderate energies, and furthermore symmetric, i.e., there
are as many a quarks as i antiquaries in a proton.



Let us consider the two topologies A and B again, and orient the events such that the
protons are incident along the z-axis and the scattered gluon (quark) is in the zz-plane
with positive (negative) z (Fig. 6). If the field between the gluon and the forward (right)
proton remnant breaks to produce an sS pair, the a, being a colour triplet, will be pulled
towards the antitriplet end, i.e. towards the gluon in configuration A and towards the
forward proton remnant in configuration B, whereas the 3 will be pulled in. the opposite
directions. Likewise, if the field between the backward (left) proton remnant and the gluon
breaks to produce an si pair, the « will be pulled towards the backward proton remnant
in configuration A and towards the gluon in configuration B, and the 8 once again in the
opposite directions. The strangeness signal can be detected if the s and S end up in a K~
(fis) and K+ (u$), respectively. If we observe a K+K~ pair in qg scattering, we should
thus expect the K~ to be 'behind' the K+ if the reaction occurred through configuration
A, and 'ahead of the Jf+ if it occurred through configuration B. In a real situation, where
the configurations A and B occur with certain probabilities, this should give rise to an
asymmetry in how often a K~ is detected 'behind' a K+, unless A and B are equally
frequent. We will now show how the kinematics of the reaction can be used to select
preferentially one of the configurations, thus forcing an asymmetry, and also give a more
precise meaning to the terms 'ahead o f and 'behind'.

3. Selection criteria

A normal pp collision will give rise not only to ^-scattering, but also to qq- and gg-
interactions. Our first problem is obviously to find trigger criteria such that we favour
W-scattering over the other possible subprocesses, and such that we will be able also to
determine which is the quark and which is the gluon jet. This problem was addressed
by T. Sjöstrand at the Snowmass 1984 workshop,8 and we will use his method here. To
discriminate against (^-scattering, one selects events where the transverse jets have a rea-
sonably large pr; this means a cut on xx, the fraction of total energy carried as transverse
momentum by the jet. To enhance the proportion of ^-scattering as compared to qq-
scattering, one then utilises the difference in structure functions for quark and gluons.
Gluons are normally softer than quarks, which means that a reacting quark will on the
average carry a larger fraction of the momentum of the proton than a gluon; furthermore,
the hard scattering cross-sections are peaked towards small t, and thus after scattering
the. quark will in general still continue along the direction of the incident quark. These
two effects can be combined into a cut in Ax3 = x?ttl - x?tt2, where Xj,t\ fatti) is the
fraction of total energy taken by jet 1 (jet 2); demanding that this quantity be larger than
some minimum value AxJ,in will assure that jet 1 is normally associated with the quark
and jet 2 with the gluon. In Table 1 we show the effects of these cuts for xrm«n = 0.15
and different values of AxJ,,n. The first six lines show the relative fraction of the different
2 -* 2 subprocesses; the experimentally relevant information is contained in the last two
lines, where we show the fraction of correctly assigned w-scattering (with both q and g
correctly assigned), for the idealized case where the partons are used to define the jets, and
the realistic case where a jet finding algorithm is used to retrieve the jets. In the following
we will use cuts of xtmin = 0.15 and Ax^<n = 0.10, which gives a w-event with both q



and g correctly identified 65% of the time on the parton level and 58% of the time when
a jet algorithm is used to determine the jets.

Table 1

A x ^ n

Subprocesses

P(Jetl = qjtt2 = g)

P(qq' -* qq')

Piqi^q1?)

P(qQ -»gg)

P{qg -> qg)

P(gg - • qq)

P(gg -> gg)

partons

jets

0.10

0.176

0.002

0.002

0.708

0.003

0.109

0.651

0.583

0.15

0.188

0.002

0.00?

0.720

0.OJ3

0.085

0.676

0.597

0.2C

0.215

0.002

0.002

0.717

0.002

0.062

0.680

0.605

The second problem is to ensure that we have an initial asymmetry, such that con-
figuration B, say, is produced more often than configuration A. If the formulae for doA

and dJbs above are integrated over the whole of phase space, they will give equal contribu-
tions to gflr-scattering. However, the cuts we have already applied, because of the different
kinematics of the two toplogies, tend to favour configuration B over configuration A, such
that configuration B will be responsible for 58% of the ^-events. This asymmetry can be
further enhanced by cutting on cos00, where 6g is the angle between the direction of the
'gluon' identified according to the above criteria and the forward beam direction (forward
being defined by the direction of the 'quark' jet). The fractions of configuration A and B
for different values of (cos09)mm are presented in Table 2; in the following, we have chosen
to use a cut of (cos00)m<n = 0.20.

Table

{COS 9g) min

partons

jets

P(qg,coni.k)

P(w.conf.B)

P{qg, conf. A)

P(qg,conf.B)

2

-1.00

0.42

0.58

0.42

0.58

-0.20

0.37

0.63

0.38

0.62

0.20

0.35

0.65

0.28

0"t!



The third and last problem concerns the precise meaning of the expressions 'ahead
of and 'behind* used above. One possibility would be to use rapidity to give meaning to
these terms: 'ahead of would then mean having larger rapidity (as measured along the
beam axis). However, normal rapidity is not really such a good measure in this case, since
particles will on the average be produced along a hyperbola in momentum space; particles
that are far apart when considered in the rest frame of the fragmenting string portion
can be compressed in rapidity space, and their positions even reversed, when rapidity is
measured in the CM frame of the colliding beams. Instead, we propose to use a generalized
rapidity measure, which we call celerity, v, such that for the string portion between the
gluon jet and the beam remnant, particles along the gluon jet axis will have v = — oo and
particles along the beam axis v — +00. Such a measure is readily found (see Fig. 7). Let
?& = (1,0) and IT — (0,1) be the unit vectors along the pt and pr axes, respectively,
and i\ — it, and ?j = (co6$g,sin0g) be the unit vectors along the beam and gluon jet
directions. Then, for any hadron in the section between the forward beam and gluon jet
directions we can write:

(Pi.Pr) =

= Pz.ii +PT[-

= {PL-PT cot $8)il + -^j-i

= Pt i 1 + Pt ?j,

with the result that

1 . fPL . A . \ 1, sinifig -
v = - In I — sm 0a — cos 0„ J = - In —*-*—;

2 \PT / 2 sin0
where $h is the angle between the hadron direction and the forward beam as defined
above. For hadrons in the section between the backward beam and gluon jet directions we
similarly define:

2 sin 0j

Here, a particle along the backward beam direction has v = — 00, and a particle along the
gluon jet direction v = +00. To gain a better understanding of the meaning of celerity,
we will express it in terms of variables defined in the rest frame of the fragmenting string
portion. By simple manipulations of the Lorentz transformation formulae, we readily find
(variables with carets refer to the rest frame):

Jx_1 1 + <

v = H + - In
2 l +

with e = cos(l0f). Thus, for particles produced without pr in the rest frame of the
fragmenting system, celerity will correspond exactly to the rapidity in that system; in



Fig. 8 we plot v vs. y for a few different cases of particle mass and
direction.

4. Monte Carlo Results

, and gluon jet

We are now ready to apply our machinery to events simulated by the Lund Monte Carlo,
PYTHIA version 4.8. The simulation of events will include, apart from the basic 2 —• 2
subprocesses, initial and final state radiation, multiple interactions and fragmentation
according to the Lund string model (for details on simulation, see ref. 5). Jets will be
identified using a jet finding algorithm å la UA1: a calorimeter spanning the interval
from —2.5 to 2.5 in in pseudorapidity (77) is segmented into cells of 0.2 x 0.25 in r\ and
4> (azimuthal angle), and transverse energy ET is summed up in each cell. A cell with
more than 1.5 GeV transverse energy is taken as possible initiator of a jet, and the total
ET summed over cells no more distant than 1 unit in y A ^ - t - A ^ from the initiator cell
is found; if this is larger than |zr»un\/*> these cells are taken to define a jet. The two
higb.est-.Er jets are then assigned to gluon and quark according to the prescription above,
and the event oriented such that the gluon lies in the zz-plane with positive x (the z-axis is
defined to be the beam direction). The sections between the backward beam and the gluon
jet (section 1), and the gluon jet and the forward beam (section 2), are then searched for
charged kaons with px > prmin', PTmin is taken to be 0.5 and 0.3 GeV/c, respectively. In
section 1, the section between the backward beam and the gluon jet, we look for the K+

and K~ with the largest negative celerity; in section 2, the section between the gluon jet
and the forward beam, for the K+ and K~ with the largest positive celerity. This is done
in order to avoid possible ambiguities of assignment to section 1 or 2 close to the gluon
jet. The distribution of Av = vK- — vK+ is then plotted for the two cases (Figs. 9-10),
and an asymmetry measure constructed in the following way. Let

N+ = # of entries with Aumin < Av < Avm a z ,
N- = # of entries with — Aum a z < Av < —Avmtfl.

Then the asymmetry, a, is defined as

a =
N+-N-
N+ + N-

In Table 3 we present the results for our run at \fi = 63 GeV for a few different values of
Avmin and Avmax, both for the idealized case when jets are represented by the partons
and the realistic case when jets are found through the jet finding algorithm. The numbers
are based on a total of 50,973 events fulfilling the trigger conditions on the parton level,
and 8,235 events on the jet level, resulting in 391 (1568) and 101 (214) events with a
K+K~ pair in section 1 (section 2), respectively. According to our reasoning above, we
should expect to find an excess of events with positive Av, since the kinematical cuts are
set up to enhance configuration B over configuration A, i.e. a positive asymmetry a, and
this expectation is indeed borne out by our Monte Carlo results. On the parton level the
signal is reasonably good both for section 1 and section 2; however, when the realistic case
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of retrieving jets with a jet finding algorithm is considered, only the signal for section 2
survives. We have as yet no clear understanding of why this happens, but since section 1
is on the average considerably smaller that section 1 (as can be seen from the number of
K+K~ pairs identified in the two sections), the signal in section 1 is presumably much more
sensitive to an exact determination of the actual gluon jet direction. This part certainly
warrants further investigation; there is no doubt, however, that the asymmetry measure
we have constructed could be applied with advantage to events from the ISR to answer the
truly fundamental question whether the different colour topologies predicted by models
for fragmentation based on the notion of colour flows are experimentally observable, and
thus, eventually, teach us something about the true nature of the state in QCD.

Au

0.5 < Au < 1.0

0.5 < Au < 1.5

0.5 < Au < 2.0

1.0 < Au < 1.5

1.0 < Au < 2.0

1.5 < Au < 2.0

a (partons)

0.15 ±0.09

0.19 ± 0.08

0.20 ±0.07

0.28 ± 0.13

0.29 ± 0.11

0.29 ±0.17

Table 3

>09

a (jets)

-0.11 ± 0.19

-0.11 ± 0.15

-0.05 ±0.13

-0.10 ± 0.22

0.00 ± 0.18

0.17 ± 0.28

0h<

a (partons)

0.06 ± 0.05

0.11 ± 0.04

0.14 ± 0.04

0.23 ± 0.07

0.26 ± 0.06

0.33 ± 0.10

a (jets)

0.36 ± 0.13

0.34 ± 0.10

0.28 ± 0.09

0.31 ± 0.15

0.22 ± 0.12

0.10 ± 0.18
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A partonic system of two colour triplets and two colour antitriplets, and the corre-
sponding two possible colour field topologies.

Fig. 2 The three Feynman diagrams contributing to the process qg —• qg.

Fig. S The two possible colour flows of the process qg —* qg.

Fig. 4 An example of qg scattering in a hadron-hadron collision.
1
1
2
2
3
4

quark from hadron incident from left, entering hard subprocess;
remnant of hadron incident from left;
gluon from hadron incident from right, entering hard subprocess;
remnant of hadron incident from right;
gluon scattered out of hard subprocess;
quark scattered out of hard subprocess.

Fig. 5 The two string configurations corresponding to the two colour flows of Fig. 3. 1 and
2 denote the remnants in colour space of hadrons 1 and 2 respectively, after partons 1 and
2 have scattered.

Fig. 6 The break-up of the two string configurations in qg scattering into sS pairs, resulting
in observable K+K~ pairs.

Fig. 7 The geometry of qg scattering used to define the celerity measure, v.

Fig. 8 Celerity, v, vs. rapidity in CM of fragmenting string portion, y.
Full line: pTh = O.OGeV/c, Vmfc, Wa.
Dashed line: pTh = 0.5 GeV/c, rnh = 0.5 GeV/c2, 0g = 30°.
Dotted line: pTh = 0.5 GeV/c, mh = 0.5 GeV/c2, 6g = 90°; and

PTh = 1.0GeV/c, mh = 0.5GeV/c2, 0g = 60°.

Fig. 9 dN/dAv, where A v = v K- — vj(+, for section 1 (the section between the backward
jet and the gluon jet directions).

<K gluon found from partons; bi gluon found from jet finding algorithm.

Fig. 10 dN/dAv, where Av = v K— ^K+ > for section 2 (the section between the gluon jet
and the forward jet directions).

o: gluon found from partons; b: gluon found from jet finding algorithm.
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